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Wikimedia portrait of Maria Ressa, Rappler, minor cropping. https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.en
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Introduction
Professor Rangita de Silva de Alwis
In October of 2021, a new whistleblower affidavit submitted by a
former Facebook employee alleged that the company prizes growth and profits over
safety. In the same month, Maria Ressa was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for her
fearless efforts against social media- driven "death by a thousand cuts of our
democracy."
Online harassment, especially against women in politics and women in the media
has emerged as one of the emerging threats to gender equality, strong democracies,
and free speech. In collaboration with leaders in the field, the Penn Law Policy Lab
on Online Harassment developed a toolbox and policy declaration that envision
the right of every person, irrespective of gender, race, or intersectional identity, to
participate equally, contribute to, and advance ideas through the online public
sphere.
In collaboration with the World Wide Web Foundation, Harvard's Berkman Klein
Institute on the Internet and Society, Pen America (the Field Guide on Online
Harassment), and the Woodrow Wilson Center's "Malign Creativity" project, our
policy declaration calls for equal participation of all stakeholders in promoting a
safer online ecosystem.
Our policy declaration allows for an intersectional approach and is inspired by the
human rights conventions that safeguard the rights of women and other
underrepresented minorities. We call upon policymakers, business leaders, tech
developers, online platforms, employers, and academic institutions to develop
standalone policies to mitigate the risks and threats of online violence and
harassment. We also hope that this toolbox serves as a standard setting framework
for the alignment of various policies (women and the media, women in political
participation, anti- violence against women, and anti- harassment) that can
combine forces to build a more equitable online public square.
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Dedications
Evelyn Mangold & Laurel Sutherland

While developing our online gender harassment report, a high school friend went
missing for several days. Family and friends were desperately trying to locate
information about her whereabouts—further distressed by online false information
and hostile posts from trolls. This trolling exemplifies the behavior that leads to
offline psychological impacts for the individuals it targets.
This is a global problem that hurts individuals close to us. To those who struggle
with mental health as a result of online harassment, we dedicate this policy to you.
We urge our communities to recognize a duty of care in preventing and responding
to online gender harassment.
-Evelyn Mangold

Let Her Speak
Artist: Caro Hopkins
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–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

We also dedicate our Report to Maria Ressa, 2021 Nobel Peace Prize Recipient.3
Maria Ressa was awarded the prize for her incredible fight to protect freedom of
expression in the Philippines.4
Ressa, an accomplished journalist, co-founded the digital media company Rappler in
2012.5 Rappler provides “top-notch investigative stories” and has “pioneered
multimedia reporting and mobile journalism in the Philippines.”6 Rappler has
focused in particular on the regime of Rodrigo Duterte, President of the Philippines,
and his “war on drugs.”7 Through his anti-drug policy, Duterte “ordered Philippines’
police forces to kill anyone they believe[d] to be connected to the drugs trade when
he assumed office in June 2016.”8 The number of those killed is “so high that the
campaign resembles a war waged against the country’s own population.”9
The Duterte regime subsequently targeted Ressa in an effort to silence her
reporting.10 In 2017, prosecutors charged Ressa with libel, and in June 2020 Ressa
was convicted of cyber libel.11 She faces up to six years in prison, as well as an
$8,000 fine.12
Ressa’s story is, as described by the New York Times, a “setback for press freedoms
in a country where journalists have been bullied and threatened.”13 Her efforts to
unveil the atrocities of the Duterte regime are admirable, but the costs have been
heavy: the Duterte regime has not only targeted Ressa, but she has also become
victim to an onslaught of online harassment. She has received murder and rape
threats and has even become the “subject of hashtag campaigns” such as
Press Release, The Nobel Peace Prize, The Nobel Peace Prize 2021 (Oct. 8, 2021),
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/2021/press-release/
4 Id.
5 Id.
6 Rappler, Rappler Mission Statement, (last accessed Nov. 22, 2021),
https://www.rappler.com/about/mission-statement-journalism-communities-technology
7 The Nobel Prize, supra note 1; More Than 7,000 killed in the Philippines in Six Months, as
President Encourages Murder, AMNESTY INT’L UK (May 18, 2020)
https://www.amnesty.org.uk/philippines-president-duterte-war-on-drugs-thousands-killed
8 AMNESTY INT’L, supra note 7.
9 The Nobel Prize, supra note 1.
10 Maria Ressa; Philippine Journalist is Arrested Again, BBC (March 29, 2019)
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-47742641
11 Jason Gutierrez and Alexandra Stevenson, Maria Ressa, Crusading Journalist, Is Convicted in
Philippines Libel Case, N.Y. TIMES, (June 14, 2020)
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/14/business/maria-ressa-verdict-philippines-rappler.html
12 Id.
13 Id.
3
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“#ArrestMariaRessa.”14 She received, on average, “90 hate messages an hour” after
she published a story on “weaponizing the internet.”15
Ressa, however, has defied the digital demons which try to suppress her voice. With
unbelievable bravery, Ressa “refuses to be cowed by online armies of ‘super trolls.’”16
She uses investigative reporting to “‘throw[] sunlight’ on [her] abusers” and has
reported on the “intertwined problems of online harassment, disinformation and
misinformation.”17
In A Thousand Cuts–a documentary of Ressa’s story–her unwavering bravery is
notable.18 After arriving in the Manila airport following a trip abroad, Ressa is not
met by a taxi to take her home: instead, she is met by police who arrest her. Ressa
knows the charges against her are baseless; she knows that the arrest is the
Duterte regime’s effort to quiet her. Nevertheless, she calmly climbs into the police
vehicle. She speaks to reporters clearly and confidently. She even smiles. Ressa
knows that she will never be scared into silence.
We commend Ressa for her efforts to protect all journalists and for her
determination in the face of online harassment.
-

Laurel Sutherland

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Julie Posetti, Fighting Back Against Prolific Online Harassment: Maria Ressa, at 1 (2017)
https://en.unesco.org/sites/default/files/an_attack_on_on_is_an_attack_on_all_chapter_8.pdf
15 Id.
16 Id.
17 Id.
18 A THOUSAND CUTS Season 2021: Episode 1 (Directed by Ramona Diaz)
,https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/film/a-thousand-cuts/
14
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Portraits of Courage: Women Politicians,
Journalists, and Women in STEM
Evelyn Mangold, Reysi Mizrahi, Laurel Sutherland
Women politicians, journalists, and women in STEM (science, technology,
engineering and mathematics) across the globe face online harassment daily. The
public nature of their work–often on social media sites, news outlets, and
television–makes them especially susceptible to online harassment. These portraits
illuminate the harassment that women politicians, journalists, and women in
STEM endure while they pursue their professional careers.
The harassment these women face–such as dangerous threats to their
physical safety–blurs the lines between “online” and “offline.” Online harassment
strategically comes in many forms. It may include crude name-calling, demeaning
comments regarding their physical appearances, or unfounded attacks on their
character.
Importantly, the experience of online violence and harassment is not
homogenous. Rather, the intersectional identities of women politicians, journalists,
and women in STEM shape the ways in which they experience harassment. For
instance, women of color, LGBTQ+ women, immigrant women, and women
belonging to other marginalized groups may experience online harassment in
different forms. In addition, online harassment may vary depending on the country
in which it occurs. Therefore, there is no “typical” experience of online harassment.
The below comments, tweets, and messages are difficult to read. However, it
is imperative to illuminate the online harassment that women politicians,
journalists, and women in STEM face: it often goes unreported by news outlets, and
remains out of headlines. We acknowledge the harm that these women have
endured and commend their courage and bravery.19

Many of the politicians in this section were also studied by the authors of the Malign Creativity
Report. Nina Jankowicz, Jillian Hunchak, Alexandra Pavliuc, Celia Davies, Shannon Pierson, Zoe
Kaufmann, Malign Creativity How Gender, Sex, and Lies are Weaponized Against Women Online
(2021).
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/sites/default/files/media/uploads/documents/Report%20Malign%20Crea
tivity%20How%20Gender%2C%20Sex%2C%20and%20Lies%20are%20Weaponized%20Against%20W
omen%20Online_0.pdf

19
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A. Women Politicians – by Laurel Sutherland
Ilhan Omar
Representative, Minnesota
20

As noted in the Malign Creativity
study, “abuse targeting Omar’s
ethnicity and religion has
manifested in a multitude of ways
since she entered the political
sphere. In 2019, a photoshopped
image circulated purporting to
show her without her hijab,
revealing a balding head with
unkempt hair. The photo aimed to
humiliate Omar based on her
appearance, religion, and
ethnicity. Narratives identified in
the data collected, however,
appear to have shifted from attempts at humiliation towards a portrayal of Omar as a terrorist and
political saboteur. These are grounded in Omar’s identity as a refugee and her connections with
other Somali immigrants and attempt to cultivate and capitalize on mistrust of Black and Muslim
communities. One such disinformation campaign asserted that Omar was orchestrating widespread
ballot fraud in Minnesota with the help of the Somali community, while another more sexualized
narrative claimed that she immigrated illegally by marrying her biological brother.”21

Instagram and Twitter
users commented:
•
•
•

“Arrest Omar”
“ Didn’t you marry
your brother?”
“Impeach Omar”

Wikimedia Commons, Leopaltik1242
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/legalcode Cropping and frame, but no other changes.
21 Jankowicz et al., supra note 19, at 21.
20
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Susan Collins
Senator, Maine

22

Instagram users made these
comments on Senator Collins’s
Instagram Account:
• “You’re literally the definition
of a cancer”
• “Do you even work Suzy Q?”
• “You old decaying fossilized
dinosaur you should be
removed and thrown in a
museum”

Wikimedia Commons, United States Senate - http://collins.senate.gov/public/, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=6068439
Cropping and frame added, but no other changes made to image.

22
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Jacinda Ardern
Prime Minister of New Zealand
23
“Four subjects [in the Malign
Creativity Study] were targeted
with disinformation [and
transphobic] narratives in which
users asserted that they were
secretly transgender women. This
narrative targeted Kamala Harris,
Gretchen Whitmer, Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez, and Jacinda Ardern.
It was frequently supported by a
photograph or video as ‘proof”’ of the
subject’s gender deception.”24

Instagram and Twitter users
made these comments:
•

“Please take her. She is
utterly hopeless as a PM.”

•

“This face is destroying New
Zealand.”

Wikimedia Commons, Profile photo of Rt Hon Jacinda Ardern - Labour candidate for Mt Albert in
the 2020 New Zealand Election, New Zealand Labor Party, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/4.0/deed.en Cropping and Frame, no other changes.
24 Jankowicz et al., supra note 19 at 19.
23
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Priti Patel
Secretary of State for the Homeland
Department, UK
“Online abusers appeared to target [Secretary Patel] directly with misogynistic abuse; ‘bitch,’
‘fat’ and ‘witch’ were the most frequent abusive keywords directed towards Patel.”25
Secretary Patel has considered “removing the right to anonymity on social media to lessen the
‘cruel and relentless’ abuse MPs and other are exposed to.”26

Instagram users commented:
•

“A useless example of a
Home Secretary”

•

“Rubbish”

•

“The devil in a dress”

27

Jankowicz et al., supra note 19 at 28.
Rhiannon Williams, Online anonymity is not the problem – it’s the lack of consequences for the
abusers, INews (Oct. 17, 2021), https://inews.co.uk/news/technology/online-anonymity-priti-patelsocial-media-abuse-1253644
27 Flickr, Jay Allen, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/. Cropping and frame, no other
changes.
25
26
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Chrystia Freeland
Deputy Prime Minister, Canada

Instagram users commented:
•

“..You are corrupt and
incompetent.”

•

“Garbage”

28

Lisa Murkowski
29

Senator, Alaska
Instagram users commented:
•
•
•
•

“Incompetent”
“A Disgrace to All
Alaskans”
“Clown”
“You’re so ugly too . . .”

Wikimedia Commons, Author, https://www.kmu.gov.ua/ua/mediagallery/premyer-ministrukrayini-volodimir-grojsman-zustrivsya-z-ministrom-zakordonnih-sprav-kanadi-hristeyu-friland,
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/deed.en Cropping and frame added, no other changes.
29 Wikimedia, United States Senate Photo Office,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lisa_Murkowski_official_photo.jpg
28
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Kristin Gillibrand
Senator, New York

30 Kristin Gillibrand has been

"accused of involvement in the sex
cult NXIVM after it was revealed
that her father briefly did some
legal work for the organization
several years ago. [The Malign
Creativity] analysis found that this
was the main narrative that users
promoted around Gillibrand, with
98% of these interactions occurring
on Twitter.”31

Instagram users commented:
•
•
•

“Liar”
“You’re a complete
embarrassment”
“You are a true clown”

Wikimedia Commons, US Senate Photography,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Kirsten_Gillibrand,_official_photo,_116th_Congress.jpg
31 Jankowicz et al., supra note 19, at 24.
30
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Kamala Harris
Vice President of the United States
New York
Kamala Harris “encountered a
program of disinformation and
harassment throughout the 2020
election cycle that included attacks
on her criminal justice record, as
well as allusions that she got to the
top of U.S. politics through favors
from powerful men, among the most
trite of allegations in the misogyny
playbook.”32

33

Instagram users also
commented:
•
•
•

“Corporate sellout hack”
“You are a disaster”
“Total devil”

Lucina Di Meco and Kristina Wilfore, Gendered disinformation is a National Security Problem,
BROOKINGS, (March 8, 2021), https://www.brookings.edu/techstream/gendered-disinformation-is-anational-security-problem/
33 Wikimedia Commons, Gage Skidmore, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en.
Cropping and frame added, no other changes.
32
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Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
Representative, New York
As explained in the Malign Creativity study, “one
widespread example of such [gendered] abuse is the
frequent reference to Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s
former job as a bartender, which abusers used in
attempts to undermine her political qualifications and
express misogynistic views. For example, in response
to Ocasio-Cortez’s attempts to block Trump from
picking a new Supreme Court Justice, one user wrote:
“Suddenly the [s***] bartender is now a constitutional
scholar.”34
In November 2021, NBC news reported that Twitter
“added a warning label [] to a tweet from a
Republican lawmaker that depicted an animated
killing of Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, D-N.Y., and
an attack on President Joe Biden — saying the post
violated the company's rules on ‘hateful conduct.’ But
the tweet, from Rep. Paul Gosar, R-Ariz., will remain
accessible for the ‘public interest,’ Twitter said in its
notice.”35

Instagram users also commented:
36

•

“ Stupid”

•

“AOC is the biggest
hypocrite ever”

•

“You are dumber than a
bag of rocks”

•

“She ain’t that smart”

•

“Biggest embarrassment in
US history”

Jankowicz et al, supra note 19 at 16.
Dartunorro Clark, Twitter flags GOP lawmaker's anime video depicting him killing Ocasio-Cortez,
attacking Biden as 'hateful conduct', NBC, (Nov. 8, 2021), https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politicsnews/gop-lawmaker-tweets-altered-anime-video-depicting-him-killing-ocasio-n1283527
36 Franmarie Metzler; U.S. House Office of Photography,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Alexandria_Ocasio-Cortez_Official_Portrait.jpg, cropping
and frame added, no other changes.
34
35
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B. Women Journalists – by Evelyn Mangold
Maria Ressa
CEO of Rappler

The Duterte government launched several
investigations against Rappler and issued at
least 10 arrest warrants against Ressa.1 In
addition, Duterte and other officials have
harassed Ressa and publicly undermined her
credibility. At one point, Ressa reportedly
received nearly 100 online hate messages an
hour.1 Paid trolls have also generated
thousands of hate messages via social media
and death threats against Ressa.

Ressa37
image38

37

Andrew Yeo and Enrico Gloria, In a first, the Nobel Peace Prize went to a Filipina. Her government isn’t happy.
The Washington Post, https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/10/21/first-nobel-peace-prize-went-filipinaher-government-isnt-happy/
38
Maria Ressa portrait, Wikimedia Commons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Maria-ressa-october-92021.jpg
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Linda Pelkonen
Finland Journalist

Pelkonen wrote a news article on the rape of a 14-year-old girl in Finland. 39A hateful critique
was posed on MT Lehti, an anti-immigrant website, and in response Pelkonen received several
rape and death threats40. A reader then published Pelkonen’s personal phone number in the
comment section. Pelkonen received threatening messages from 18 different phone numbers, and
she when she reported this to the police, they declined to investigate.

image41

Discussion that posted Pelkonen’s
private phone number online

MV Magazine called Pelkonen an “emotionally poor Suvak feminist
who belongs at the edge of a gravel pit.”

Nani Jansen Reventlow, Online harassment of women journalists and international law: not “just”
a women’s issue, but a threat to democracy, https://medium.com/berkman-klein-center/onlineharassment-of-women-journalists-and-international-law-not-just-a-gender-issue-but-a-b8c6a5c7e128
40 https://mvlehti.net/2016/02/04/uuden-suomen-toimittaja-linda-pelkonen-teki-rikosilmoituksen-18vuotiaasta/
39
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Laura Kuenssberg
BBC Political Editor, British Journalist

Following years of online abuse over her political coverage, journalist Kuenssberg announced that she may
move to a new role at BBC. 5 Due to the harassment she has been a target of, she was assigned a body guard in
2017, and stated that she considered leaving social media in 2018.

`

i42

Rhiannon Williams, Laura Kuenssberg faces fresh wave of online abuse after reports on her future
at the BBC, https://inews.co.uk/news/laura-kuenssberg-online-abuse-bbc-1263919
42 Laura Kuenssberg portrait, Michael Walter/Troika for the Cicero Group - Panelists at the Cicero
Banking Report launch, CC BY 2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=88255683
5
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Nana Ama Agyemang Asante
Former Co-Host of Citi Breakfast Show and
Ghanaian Journalist

hollow43
i44

Nana Ama Agyemang Asante speaking about the harassment she was subject to
after she called the former president’s excuses “hollow.”5

Adie Vanessa Offlong, “They’ve been beaten, trolled, threatened with sexual violence but refuse to
be silenced. CNN, https://www.cnn.com/2021/05/03/world/women-journalists-face-rising-violence-asequals-intl-cmd/index.html
44 Nana Ama Agyemang Asante Portrait, Democracy Digest, https://www.demdigest.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/08/Nana-Ama-Agyemang-Asante.jpg
43
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Julia Carrie Wong
Technology Reporter at The Guardian

Several years ago, Wong wrote on twitter in support of a journalist who had been
targeted by a white-nationalist site. Her online attackers blasted vicious slurs
against both Chinese American and Jewish heritage. They circulated photos
doctored to show horns on her head. They talked about where she lived. Later, she
wrote about the man accused of killing 23 people at Walmart, she was quickly
bombarded with death and rape threats.45
“It kind of overwhelms you. It puts
you into a fight-or-flight state.”

“I became a liability to my family members,”

Margaret Sullivan, Online harassment of female journalists is real, and it’s increasingly hard to
endure, The Washington Post, https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/media/online-harassmentfemale-journalists/2021/03/13/ed24b0aa-82aa-11eb-ac37-4383f7709abe_story.html

45
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Weija Jiang
Senior White House Correspondent for CBS
Weija Jiang is a Senior White House Correspondent for CBS News. During a White House press briefing,
Jiang received global attention after she questioned former President Donald Trump and he abruptly ended the
news conference. 46During other interactions with the former president, he instructed her to be “Nice and
easy.”

i47

In an interview, Jiang stated, “When I share some of the notes that I get in my DMs and inboxes

with my male colleagues, they are stunned because they cannot image someone going there,
somebody attacking you for the way you look or for the vile thoughts they might have about you
or for your roles as a wife and as a mother.”48
“I’m scared to look at the messages because they are so hateful and so personal.”

Sarah Ellison and Elahne Izadi, Trump’s ‘ask China’ response to CBS’s Weigia Jiang shocked the
room— and was part of a pattern, The Washington Post,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/trumps-ask-china-response-to-cbss-weijia-jiangshocked-the-room--and-was-part-of-a-pattern/2020/05/12/a04bed28-947d-11ea-82b4c8db161ff6e5_story.html
47 Weija Jiang Portrait, Wikimedia Commons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Weijia_Jiang_at_the_2018_NATO_Summit.jpg
48 Alex Gangitano and Julia Manchester, Online harassment is ugly and routine for women in
journalism, The Hill, https://thehill.com/homenews/media/544628-online-harassment-is-ugly-androutine-for-women-in-journalism
46
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Rachel E. Greenspan
Digital Culture Editor at Insider

Rachel E. Greenspan is an Editor on the Digital Culture desk with expertise covering online disinformation,
conspiracy theories and far-right extremism. When discussing this message she received, Greenspan stated,
“That’s sexual harassment. In the capacity of my job, I received an email wishing an illness that affects my
urinary tract upon me.”49

i50

51
X tweeted
Greenspan

a screenshot of Greenspan’s email to show the short time span
between the time she reached out and the time the article was published.
The email also revealed Greenspan’s personal cell phone number. “My
phone would not stop ringing,” Greenspan said. “I was getting these
terrifying voicemails and text messages with creepy Trump memes that
were saying things like, ‘You better watch out,’ and ‘Who the fuck do
you think you are messing with X?’ It wasn’t just mean stuff. I was
genuinely scared.” Less than one hour after being doxxed, Greenspan
16
C.
Women
STEM
changed
her phonein
number.
49

Id.

50

Carolyn Copeland, Harassment and threats are ‘part of the job’ for women in media, PRISM,
https://thehill.com/homenews/media/544628-online-harassment-is-ugly-and-routine-for-women-in-journalism
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C. Women in STEM – by Reysi Mizrahi
Frances Haugen
Facebook Whistleblower

52 Frances Haugen is best known for being a whistleblower
to Facebook. She is a data engineer and scientist and
previously worked as a product manager. She became a
highly public woman in STEM following her disclosure of
Facebook’s internal documents which portrayed Facebook
as putting profits over the well-being of its users.

Twitter users mocking Haugen’s
appearance and also calling her a
Democrat ‘plant’

Frances Haugen portrait, Wikimedia Commons,
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9d/Frances_Haugen_2021_%28cropped%29.jpg

52
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Susan Fowler
Uber Whistleblower
53
Susan Fowler is a former software engineer best known as an
Uber whistleblower. She influenced institutional change in Uber
and other Silicon Valley companies in the ways they treat sexual
harassment. She published a blog post in 2017 that detailed
sexual harassment at Uber and this led to former Uber CEO
Travis Kalanick being removed from the company.

Blog post readers mocking and
attacking Fowler.

image

Creative Commons Portrait https://search.creativecommons.org/photos/05a9ef97-1126-40f6-9b988433a8914deb

53
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Dr. Christine Blasey Ford
Testified Against Brett Kavanaugh

Christine Blasey Ford is an American professor of
psychology at Palo Alto University and a research
psychologist at the Stanford University School of Medicine.
She is highly regarded in the field of designing statistical
models for research projects. Ford testified against the
Senate for her allegations that then-US Supreme Court
nominee sexually assaulted her in 1982.

54

55

Huge crowd shouts ‘lock her up’ at
Trump’s Georgia rally as he
suggested Ford recanted her
allegations about Kavanaugh

Donald Trump mocking Ford on Twitter

Wikimedia Commons portrait
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7f/Christine_Blasey_Ford%2C_27_September_20
18_%28b%29_%28cropped%29.jpg
55 Video to Trump rally https://globalnews.ca/news/4628088/brett-kavanaugh-rape-accusation-lie/
54
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Soumya Swaminathan
Chief Scientist, World Health
Organization

56Soumya

Swaminathan is a pediatrician and also a
clinical scientist who has conducted extensive research on
HIV and tuberculosis. Since March 2019, she has been
serving as the Chief Scientist at the World Health
Organization.57
Soumya has been vocal
about her and her colleagues
being harassed and attacked
online over scientific issues and
cited Nature Article which
surveyed scientists on their
experience with harassment
through the COVID-19 pandemic.

Portrait
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/ba/The_Director_General%2C_ICMR_and_Secret
ary%2C_DHR%2C_Dr._Soumya_Swaminathan%2C_in_New_Delhi_on_January_19%2C_2016.jpg
57 Nature Article https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-02741x#:~:text=A%20survey%20by%20Nature%20of,see%20'Negative%20impacts').
56
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Policy Briefs
Created by Policy Lab Members
Curbing Online Harassment by Shifting the Burden Onto the Harasser
Randy Kim
Introduction

As many organizations, researchers, and the Penn policy lab data show,
gender-based online harassment is a serious issue impacting women’s participation
in online discussion fora. The size and scope of this problem implicates serious
speech suppression concerns because women are forced to constrain their speech in
ways designed to avoid harassment or avoid participation altogether.58 While
women make up half of the global population, their presence on digital discussion
platforms is much less.59 Reduced presence online coupled with the ongoing
harassment threats to women mean that social media has not become the
participatory democracy enhancing tool its advocates want it to be.
Attempts by social media platforms to address online harassment through
moderation procedures have been insufficient in many ways as detailed by other
briefs in this report. Algorithms often miss harassing content through deficiencies
in machine learning,60 harassers employ strategies designed to bypass the
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algorithms through malignantly creative means,61 human moderators may be illequipped to recognize harassment, or lack the tools to contextualize harassing
content properly, and moderation procedures continually lack the resources
required in relation to the scope of the problem.
Of particular concern, is the amount of time it takes for harassment (even the
most explicitly harmful content that transparently violates platform terms of
service) to be removed from the platforms.
In light of the growing understanding that online harassment contributes to
the grave systemic suppression of women’s (and other marginalized communities)
speech and political participation, platforms should consider inverting the
traditional moderation procedures to place the onus of proving harassment vel non,
on the harasser.
The Problem
Attempts by social media platforms to address systemic harassment against
women and minorities have been overwhelmed. Content moderation consumes vast
resources, in computing costs, labor costs, and even the appalling emotional costs on
individuals asked to sift through some of the most hurtful and odious internet
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material.62 Despite billions poured into content moderation by the big platforms,63
everything from livestreamed massacres of Muslims,64 to violent insurrection
glorification and pandemic misinformation slip through.65
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Along with these headline generating failures, it’s no wonder that moderation
of harassing content of all kinds can take days. Even jurisdictions that are
considered to have the strictest moderation requirements have settled on a
moderation window of twenty-four hours.67
A lot can happen in twenty-four hours. Take, for example, the Filipino
journalist Maria Ressa. In response to her critical coverage of Philippine President
Duterte and, ironically, exposing the ways in which social media was being
weaponized against dissenting voices, she recorded on average 90 hate messages,
including credible death threats, per hour.68
Policy Recommendation
The evidence of real lasting harm created by online harassment continues to
mount. If other organizations maintain a zero tolerance commitment to ending
harassment in non-digital spaces, there is very little reason social media platforms
should not adopt a zero tolerance approach to online harassment as well. This
would recognize that there is no acceptable threshold of sexual harassment that
individuals must tolerate online just as there is no acceptable threshold of sexual
harassment that women must endure in the workplace.
This zero tolerance approach could be implemented at little to no cost to the
platforms, no expansion of current moderation personnel or resources, with
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scalability, and with an evenhanded balancing of all parties speech interests and
procedural protections:
•

Firstly, whenever a user reports harassing content that platform algorithms
have failed to catch in the first instance, said user should be asked to confirm
that they are reporting in good faith, and be made aware that repeated false
reports will be met with increasingly serious penalties such as revocation of
reporting privileges.

•

Secondly, after a reporter confirms a report made in good faith and
acknowledges the penalties for false reporting, the offending content should
be immediately unpublished and marked “pending review.”

•

Thirdly, the reported party should be alerted that their activity is pending
moderation review, asked whether they would like to self-delete the content,
or await review and potential repercussions, and be made aware that
continual violation of platform rules against harassment will be met with
increasingly serious penalties, including temporary revocation of posting
privileges, and permanent account deletion.

•

If the moderation review of the content determines that the content is not
harassment, then the content can be restored.
This alternative reporting procedure has many benefits. Most importantly, it

can eliminate most harassment without the gaps created by imperfect algorithms
and moderators and, crucially, without the unacceptable delays that characterize
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contemporary moderation efforts. This would bring social media platforms in line
with the zero tolerance standard adopted against traditional harassment in other
organizations.
Counterarguments
Perhaps the greatest hurdle involved in implementing this alternative
moderation procedure would be the rhetorical arguments advanced by free speech
advocates. This critique might argue that the procedures outlined here in effect
mean that an accused is guilty until proven innocent, and that this offends our basic
democratic values. These arguments, however, are based on an insufficient
understanding of the speech landscape.
Even without resorting to the truism that constitutional free speech rights do
not apply to private enterprises such as social media platforms, deference and
respect for free speech still should not preclude the procedures suggested here. In
the public sphere, free speech is not completely unrestrained. Many Americans are
familiar with the concept that free speech does not protect shouting “fire” in a
crowded theatre, nor is one spared the consequences of slandering or libeling
another. Free speech is balanced against other societal concerns.
Here, the balancing concerns are great. Even under a strict traditionalist
view of rights best encapsulated by the phrase “your rights end where my rights
begin,” the suppression of speech and political participation by women and other
minorities represents a clear and present danger to participatory democracy.
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Additionally, this procedure doesn’t remove non-abusive speech–it merely
delays its publication by the exact same time it has been taking women and
minorities to await moderation decisions. However, when victims of harassment are
forced to await moderation decisions for hours or even days, real harm can accrue.
In that time, multiple harassing comments, posts, and messages can be directed at
a victim. Other harassers can “dogpile” onto a victim into an ad hoc campaign of
harassment and abuse. On the other hand, when an innocent commenter is forced
to await publication pending review, the harm of delay is negligible: speech of
substance should be able to withstand temporary delay.
Lastly, the escalating penalty system should insure minimal abuse and
encourage civil discourse. Even the small harms that may result from temporary
suppression of speech under review will decrease as harassment reporters are
deterred from abusing the report system.
Conclusion
Online harassment is one of the most serious threats to participatory
democracy because it leads to the systemic suppression of speech and political
expression by women and other minorities. Despite the gravity of this problem,
social media platform efforts to curb this abuse have been either insufficient and/or
overwhelmed by the enormity of the task. The current tools of algorithms, human
content moderators, and moderation policies, despite billions of dollars of annual
investment appear outmatched by the combination of malignant actors and
constant innovations in abuse designed to evade detection.
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It’s time to radically re-imagine how we fulfill the promise of digital
discussion forums as a place where women and minorities can participate without
fear of being victims of harassment. Inverting content reporting mechanisms to
shift the burden of harassment from alleged victims to alleged harassers is a fair
balancing of free speech concerns with public safety in light of the severity of
harassment online and the ways in which it suppresses the speech of communities
that face disproportionate harassment.
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The Time for Accountability is Now: Evaluating Reforms to Section 230
Alanna Fichtel
Maatje Benassi knows firsthand how online harassment can become an
offline threat. Maatje, a Dutch immigrant, American citizen, and Iraq war veteran,
traveled to Wuhan, China in 2019 as a member of the U.S. military cycling team
two months before COVID-19 was discovered in the city.69 After an article was
shared about her bike race, the internet took the situation and ran with it, saying
Maatje brought the virus to China. The hoax and lies spread through over 70 videos
on YouTube and comments on platforms threatening to kill her and her husband.
When their address was posted online, the Benassi’s began to fear for their lives in
the real world. The police and FBI could not help them because there was no crime,
only threats. And they could not sue the internet platforms for the defamatory and
harmful content because of a provision known as Section 230 of the
Communications Decency Act of 1996.
The law is often referred to as “the 26 words that created the internet,” with
the relevant part stating, “No provider or user of an interactive computer service
shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another
information content provider."70 This provision essentially protects internet
platforms from legal liability for harmful content users post on their sites. The other
key provision protects platforms from liability if they choose to remove harmful

Scott Pelley, Why Victims of Internet Lies Want Section 230 Repealed, CBS NEWS (Jan. 3, 2021),
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content. But it does not require them to do so, and they will not be held accountable
if they fail to remove the content.71 These provisions were written long before the
internet became the money-making machine it is today for companies like Google,
Facebook, and Twitter, who have financial incentives to not respond to harmful
content shared on their platforms.72 Twenty-five years ago, the law could not have
anticipated the role the internet and social media plays in our daily lives and the
harms that are associated with it.
The majority of Americans harassed online report that this harassment takes
place on social media.73 This is a particularly prevalent issue for women – women
who are harassed online are more likely than men to have experienced that abuse
on social media.74 Facebook, with 2.797 billion monthly active users in October
2021, is the most popular social media app in the world.75 In its most recent content
moderation report, Meta, the parent
company of Facebook and Instagram,
stated users saw bullying and
harassment 14 to 15 times per every

Meta, Community Standards Enforcement Report
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10,000 views of content on Facebook and 5 to 6 times per every 10,000 views on
Instagram.76 While these rates may seem low, in the context of the size of Facebook
and Instagram, they translate to millions of users seeing harmful content.77
Additionally, this metric only represents content the company flagged on its own
and does not include user-reported harassment.78 The low amount of content Meta
flagged itself is evidence that its automated systems are not reliable for detecting
harmful content.79 In the report, Meta emphasizes its success in “proactively”
removing harmful content at high rates.80 Yet only 16% of U.S. adults in a
September 2020 survey thought social media companies were doing a good job of
addressing harassment on their platforms.81
For these reasons, many people – from President Biden to Mark Zuckerberg
himself – have called for a repeal of or reforms to the law.82 Several different
proposals have been put forth to reform Section 230 to hold platforms more
accountable for abusive content posted on their sites. At the federal level,
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policymakers have introduced several bills ranging from repeal of Section 230, to
narrowing the scope of the law, to imposing new obligations.83 First, repeal of the
law is not practical nor desirable. The law serves as an important protection for free
expression, particularly for smaller service providers and marginalized groups.84
Without it in place, companies would have even less of an incentive to police content
out of fear of being sued.85
Instead, to encourage content moderation, some experts support a “noticeand-takedown” system where service providers do not receive Section 230 immunity
if they fail to take action to remove harmful content when they receive notice of it.86
However, to protect freedom of expression, such policies must be reasonable and
transparent, and courts should play a role. The Platform Accountability and
Consumer Transparency (PACT) Act proposes such a system.87 It requires internet
service providers to remove content deemed illegal by a court within four days of
receiving notification of the content and gives users a right to appeal a content
removal decision. These provisions ensure content removal is within the bounds of
the law. The Act also requires platforms to publicize their content moderation

Megan Anand et al., All the Ways Congress Wants to Change Section 230, SLATE (Mar. 23, 2021,
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policies in a clear and accessible way, which is an important consumer protection
provision.88
Other proposals, like the SAFE TECH Act, seek to amend Section 230 to
create exceptions for certain types of cases, such as online and offline stalking,
harassment, and intimidation based on sex, including sexual orientation and gender
identity.89 This proposal is feasible in that it has bipartisan support and does not
require amending the existing language of Section 230. But to adequately provide
users legal redress for the myriad of harms they may face, the definitions of
stalking, harassment, etc. must be carefully drafted.90
Finally, some scholars propose only withholding liability for platforms that
take reasonable steps to address uses of their services they know to be harmful and
unlawful.91 This proposal would bring Section 230 more in line with the common
law duty of care, which imposes an affirmative obligation on businesses to take care
to prevent harm to their customers.92 However, only shielding providers who make
a good faith or reasonable effort to remove content from liability requires a clear
definition of what it means to act in good faith in this context. Citron and Witte
propose that what constitutes a “reasonable” step will vary among service providers,

Neil Fried, The Myth of Internet Exceptionalism: Bringing Section 230 into the Real World, 5
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arguing platforms such as Twitter that see millions of posts per day cannot
reasonably be expected to respond to abuse quickly.93 However, platforms with the
size, revenue, and influence of Meta and Twitter should be held to a higher
standard of reasonable care. But such a standard can be difficult to define and risks
being either under or over-inclusive, resulting in harmful content going undetected
and beneficial content being prohibited.94 It will be up to courts to interpret the
standard and measure whether content meets it.95
It is clear from the number of reform proposals on both sides of the political
aisle and experts in the field that Section 230 needs to be reconsidered. The internet
is no longer the unique, unknown phenomenon it was 25 years ago to which
ordinary legal principles cannot be applied.96 And it is not only an online tool either
– as we can see from the Benassi’s story and countless other instances of threats of
harassment and violence – the lines between online and offline have blurred.
Harassment online is a particularly dangerous issue for women. Women, especially
young women, are more likely than men to be sexually harassed online.97 The
COVID-19 pandemic exacerbated this issue and may continue to do so given the
shift to remote work as a norm.98 Reforming Section 230 to hold internet service
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providers more responsible for the content shared on their platforms is a necessary
step in curbing endemic online abuse.
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Venture Capital Employee Discrimination Training Manual:
Hannah Kark
As the start-up industry grows exponentially, an increasing amount of funds
are being invested in startups through venture capital investors.99 Furthermore,
during the age of COVID-19, the digital space has become a central forum for
communication, advocacy, and community. However, the internet has also become a
medium for bullying and harassment, and the line between “in real life” (IRL)
harassment and online harassment is now blurred. There has been increasing
dialogue to combat online harassment, specifically of journalists and politicians,100
but gender-based harassment also spans other areas, for example, the venture
capital space. Statistically, in 2020, only 2.3% of startups were completely womenled, a .02% decrease from the 2.5% fully women-led startups in 2019.101 Women
have also reported that they have faced sexual harassment in the startup industry,
such as unwanted sexual advancements from potential investors.102 The state
legislature in Massachusetts has attempted to remedy this issue by proposing a
S1036, a bill that makes it illegal for venture capitalists to discriminate or harass
those who they are (or are considering) providing funds to.103 Assuming that S1036
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passes, venture capital funds will need to inform and educate their current and
incoming employees about how to ensure inclusive practices in their investment
strategies.
What does gender harassment look like in the venture capital space?
Gender harassment in the venture capital space can take many forms. First, as
discussed above, statistically speaking, female founded startups receive relatively
little funding, and the percentage of funding has shrunk. Furthermore, sexual
harassment occurs through investors making unwanted sexual advances or asking
for sexual favors in return for funding. S1036 defines sexual harassment in the
venture capital space as (1) making sexual advances, request for sexual favors and
other forms of sexual conduct (2) discriminating in the sponsoring, guaranteeing or
granting of funds or in making funds available.104
Who is the target of this training?
Although there is much discrimination in the venture capital space that must be
addressed, and these issues are intersectional in nature, this specific training will
focus on gender-based discrimination and harassment.
Where can this harassment occur?
Harassment can occur in a variety of places--where there is communication, there is
the potential for harassment. Historically, harassment has been understood in the

104
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IRL context. However, with the changing times, harassment, particularly genderbased harassment can (and does) occur online. When considering where harassment
occurs in the venture capital space, it is critical to be careful to combat both IRL
harassment (for example: unwanted sexual advances in physical spaces) and
harassment in the virtual space.
Virtually, harassment occurs in a broad range of forums. First, and the most like inperson harassment, is via video call platforms such as Zoom or Microsoft Teams.
These platforms can allow for one-on-one meetings that create opportunities for
unwanted romantic advances or inappropriate actions from a fellow employee. In
the venture capital space, this could also manifest in inappropriate actions from a
potential investor, such as someone asking for sexual favors in exchange for
funding. This specific type of harassment is important to be aware of because the
interaction is live and often unrecorded, making proving this form of harassment
difficult.
Second, harassment can occur through internal communication platforms, such as
Slack or other messaging mediums. In these types of environments, harassment can
span a variety of forms, ranging from romantic harassing messages to harassment
in the “cyber-bullying” format.
Third, internet forums and online social media platforms provide a (somewhat)
anonymous space for harassment and bullying to occur. Although there is not the
same obvious request of sexual/romantic favors in return for funding, the internet
provides an anonymous space for individuals to express abusive content that they
46

may not otherwise. With the pandemic, venture capital investors and startup
founders are turning to online discussion boards to facilitate a sense of
community.105 Venture capitalists also take Twitter activity into account when
considering investing, which showcases the impact that online forums have on the
venture space.106 Although online settings can provide critical global
communication and facilitate idea-sharing, employers and employees need to be
aware that these environments can also create abuse and harassment.
Next steps:
1) Implement a known reporting mechanism:
Implementing a reporting mechanism for individuals who experience harassment in
the venture capital space is a critical first step, but more must be done. In order to
have an effective reporting mechanism, employees and potential victims must be
aware of the reporting program and have confidence in the institution’s response.
Therefore, ideally, a venture capital firm would have a dedicated individual or team
to manage reports of harassment as well as a way for the reporter to track the
investigation process. The reporting should be divided between internal reporting
for harassment between employees and external harassment reporting, where start-
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up founders can report if they have been asked for sexual or romantic favors in
exchange for funding or experienced harassment.
2) Promote a culture of inclusiveness:
Considering the statistics of female-founded startups and venture funding, a culture
of inclusiveness is paramount, both from an internal and external standpoint.
Internally, companies should consider bringing women and other minorities into
leadership positions and sponsoring a formal mentorship program for historically
marginalized groups in the venture capital space. Externally, VC firms should also
work with their peers in the industry that work specifically with female founded
startups to help find and fund investments.
3) Robust investigation and repercussion system:
Firms should implement and publicize their investigation processes if someone
reports harassment. The investigation should have a publicized timeline in advance
so that people have awareness about when they will hear back regarding their
report. Lastly, there needs to be clearly articulated consequences for the various
outcomes of harassment investigations.
Conclusion
Although these recommendations are not exhaustive, they are an important start in
combatting the potential harassment in the venture capital space.
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Against the Appearance of Online Sexual Harassment Policy
Tianyu Song
While more and more women participate in the public world and speak out on the
website, online gender-based violence plagues them. Social networks should adopt an
effective policy to reduce the appearance of offensive comments in the first place.
What’s at stake?
On August 30th, 2021, Footage circulating online showed a man in uniform dragging
the woman as she screamed and refused to leave the train carriage because she went into
nasty rhubarb with another. The woman’s skin and underwear were exposed because of
being pulled onto the platform.107 After this video post online, the women received a
thousand hate speech and sexual harassment. What disappointed us is that the social
media platforms, intended to enhance communication and promote friendly connections,
have become an accomplice to sexual harassment.
The Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) completed a study in 2020, developing a
credible and granular measurement of the global prevalence of online violence against
women (shown in the following chart)108, which indicated the online gender-based violence
was very prevalent and may lead to serious mental problems. Therefore, it is urgent to
solve this problem.
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Policy Recommendations for Social Media platforms
PEN America defines online gender-based violence as the “pervasive or severe
targeting of an individual or group online through harmful behavior,” in which “online”
includes email, social media platforms, blogging platforms, and comments sections.109 As
the managers of the places where cyberviolence occurs, social media platforms must bear
their responsibilities to prevent online gender-based violence.
1. User Manual Training
A big part of the reason why people will make offensive comments is that they do
not know what the consequences are. At present, it seems that most mainstream social
media platforms, such as Twitter, Facebook and WhatsApp, have community conventions
or user manuals, no matter how perfect they are for protection against cyber violence.
However, users will not learn the user manual autonomously. They can easily open a new
App and sign up to use it, caring nothing about the user manuals. Therefore, the purpose of
a community platform convention or user manual is more to deal with harassing comments
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after they happen than to tell users what they could do and what they could not do in
advance.
In Bilibili, a Chinese video-sharing website themed around animation, comics, and
Sample Questions in Community Code Questions
•
•
•
•
•

What to do when you encounter gender-based harassing comments?
If you post a harassing comment, which result will it lead to?
What are the correct reasons for reporting?
Which of the following comments will not be banned?
What to pay attention to in the process of posting comments?

games (ACG), users are required to finish one test named “Community Code Questions”
before posting bullet screen comments in this App. Those questions focus on how to perform
on compliance with the user manuals concerning comments. Each test will be a random
selection of 10 multiple choice questions from the question bank, a total of 10 points, only
all correct answers to pass the test. Also, on some other social platforms, when users
register an account, the page will be forced to stay on the user manual screen for 5 seconds,
the consequences of insulting comments highlighted. Platforms should consider similar
measures to draw people’s attention to user manuals concerning online gender-based
violence.
2. Anti-online Harassment Reminders
Zhihu, a Chinese socialized website for questions and answers, has posted a
slogan, reminding people of friendliness is of top priority, in small little gray letters under
the reply box. Instagram recently introduced a feature designed “to give users pause before
posting offensive comments.” The platform preemptively identifies such sentiments and
“trigger[s] in-app prompts informing people that if they repeatedly violate. During the 2020
U.S. election, Twitter also introduced a new feature nudging users to read articles before
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sharing them.110 Social media platforms should also adopt a similar approach to discourage
the posting of abusive and harassing language in the first place.
3. Filter System and Attack Mark
As to prevent harassment from presenting in the first place, social media
platforms have taken filtering function. For example, in TikTok, creators can turn on a
filter that automatically "hides" spam and offensive comments that appear in their videos.
Another filter option allows creators to specify specific keywords they want filtering out of
the comments section of their videos, which they can use to control the coding or target
language that TikTok's review system would not normally detect. As for all social
platforms, giving users more power to manage their own comment area is an effective way
to fight against online harassment. Also, as for those who often make abusive comments,
maybe they can be added an “Attack Mark” so that users can easily filter out the comments
of those with the marker in their comment area. Also, this serves as a warning, deterring
abusers. However, it is important to note that the users’ freedom of speech should not be
infringed. For example, Weibo stipulates that if a blogger hacks a certain person, he cannot
comment anywhere in this App for three days, which has received a lot of criticism.
4. Improve automated detection
If the platform can promote to users, for example, to add more white supremacist
content or more anti-women content, that same method should be used to detect it. Abusive
content is harder to monitor due to abusers using nicknames, metaphors, pictures, video,
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and other forms of expression other than straightforward texts. Zhihu has adopted an
algorithm featuring detects mean and cynical comments, judgment based on user behavior,
text features, author features, and user features to identify and process questionable
content. It supports two modes, one “enthusiasm” and the other “calmness.” Users can set it
by themselves according to their levels of perception of cynical comments. Social media
platforms must update their technology to detect insulting expressions
Implementation of This Policy and Monitoring
It is the responsibility of every social media platform manager to ensure that all
his/her employees are aware of the policy. Supervisors, managers and those responsible for
dealing with online sexual harassment will report on compliance with this policy every
year.
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Final Report of Policy Lab: Online Gendered-Based Violence and Harassment
Ting-Hao Hsu
Online Harassment Against Women Politicians – Deepfake
With the advance of technology, the female gained more exposure to the fields of
politics and society, however, the latest digital and electronic technologies have developed
an infamous use of fabricating the images, posing a threat to women in politics.
WHAT’S AT STAKE
Deepfake are synthetic media in which a person in an existing image or video to
replace faces and create highly realistic artificial images from large deposits of real ones. In
Taiwan, a 26-year-old influencer was arrested on October 17th over making fake videos
where celebrities’ faces were changed onto pornography actors or actresses. The Deepfake
technology, including machine learning and artificial intelligence technologies. He
distributed the footage using various social media platforms, such as Telegram. He has
made around USD$ 357,429 from the footages. Approximately one hundred people, such as
politicians, YouTubers, and entertainers, and even the president have fallen into victims of
this Deepfake pornography videos.
The Special Act on Punishment of Sexual Violence in South Korea regulates that
those who intend to distribute, edit, synthesize, or edit faces, bodies, or voices in a form that
may induce sexual desire or humiliation shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of
no more than five years and a fine of no more than 50 million Korea Won. Virginia also
amends its existing law that defines the distribution of falsely created video-graphic or still
image to be Class 1 misdemeanor. But the social media platform should be the first one to
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deal with the problem. Facebook announced that it had invested a great deal of money to
improve the DeepFake monitoring system, and Facebook also called for people who suffered
from this to record and preserve the video as evidence, then contact the authority to take
further action. But this is not enough to protect women politicians
‘’It is fantastic to sexualize the President’’
“Does anyone know the site or app that can swap and add fake images of facial cum
on pictures?”
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE? (POLICY FRAMEWORK RECOMMENDATIONS)
1. Reporting tools: The Deepfake videos will usually be distributed onto social media
platforms or websites, so these platforms will need to create regulations to control,
monitor, or remove the videos
2. Duty of Care: The technology provider will have the duty of care to educate the users to
not use the technology for illegal purpose. Failure to detect illegal uses will incur
liability for failing their social responsibility. The provider has the most information and
therefore should be responsible for regulating and educating its users on the codes of
conduct of using the technology. The provider should establish user specifications, for
example, before users upload images, they must declare that they have obtained the
consent of the people in the images to use the portraits, and that the images have not
been tampered with.
3. The Need for Whistleblower Hotline: Since there are usually many subscribers in the
group created via social media platform, the law should prevent the whistleblower from
incurring liability or reducing their liability to encourage people to report the illegal
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Deepfake video distribution. This is due to the difficulty to detect such secret groups on
social media platforms, but the circulation of these videos will cause irreparable
damages to the victims.
4. Independent Oversight: The social media should outsource the third party to detect the
illegal use of Deepfake video. Regardless of the privacy regulations, the platforms will
be demanded to hand out the information regarding the Deepfake pornography.
5. Victim’s Assistance: The government and the social media platform has the
responsibility and should provide help to victims, including psychological counselling,
legal assistance, and personal safety protection. The corporations have the
responsibility to make monetary compensations or cover the costs incurred by providing
the above assistances,
6. Education: The provider and the social media platform should educate its users about
the potential liability and the irreparable cause of sharing the Deepfake videos,
especially emphasizing on the education of younger demographics about the harm that
can be done by sharing these Deepfake pornography videos.
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The Adoption of a Digital Identity Infrastructure to Increase Transparency
and Accountability: An Alternative to Online Anonymity
Jordan Oh
Executive Summary
•

This proposal is premised on the notion that online anonymity has engendered in
some users a sense of impunity from engaging in harassment and abusive behaviors,
much of which have been directed at women.

•

Recognizing the unfeasibility of eliminating online anonymity entirely, this report
explores an alternative course of action that draws upon the advantages of increased
identity transparency while retaining the protections afforded by online anonymity.

•

Based on data collected by the Pew Research Center and recommendations from the
Tony Blair Institute for Global Change, this report recommends (1) the
implementation of a digital identity infrastructure, which would offer all users the
option to become verified and reveal limited aspects of their identity (2) the option
for verified users to limit their interactions to other verified users with particular
identifying traits; and (3) the permanent banning of users in cases of severe rule
violations, regardless of verification status.
Introduction
This proposal is premised on the notion that online anonymity has cultivated a sense

of impunity from engaging in online harassment, often towards women.111 Online
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anonymity has also rendered the identification of such abusive users difficult.112 While
some politicians and commentators have supported the elimination of online anonymity to
address these abuses, the promulgation of such a policy is likely to face substantial legal
challenges and weaken protections for vulnerable individuals currently benefitting from
online anonymity.
This report explores a different course of action that draws upon the advantages of
increased identity transparency while being sensitive to the protections afforded to
vulnerable individuals by online anonymity. These recommendations are unlikely to
eliminate online harassment entirely but are intended to reduce unbridled harassment and
to equip users and platforms with the tools necessary to increase accountability and
transparency at a structural level.113
Specifically, this report recommends (1) the implementation of a digital identity
infrastructure that can verify the identity of its users while providing them with the option
to reveal only limited aspects of their identity (this feature is intended to discourage abuse
by fake account users while still offering protections to those who wish to speak
anonymously); (2) the option for verified users to limit their interactions to other verified
users with certain identifying characteristics (such that a high school student could limit
their interactions to similarly aged individuals, for instance); (3) the permanent banning of
users in cases of severe rule violations, regardless of verification status.
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This recommendation is based on a system conceived by researchers at the Tony
Blair Institute for Global Change and data collected by the Pew Research Center regarding
social media users and their suggestions for addressing severe online harassment.
Research Overview
A study conducted by the Pew Research Center in 2021 examined American adults’
experiences related to online harassment by surveying more than ten thousand adults in
the United States; the sample was randomly selected to be representative of the U.S. adult
population, taking into account “gender, race, ethnicity, partisan affiliation, education, and
other categories.”114
The primary finding was that almost half of all American adults experienced online
harassment and that more severe online abuse—such as sexual harassment or stalking—is
becoming increasingly common in the United States.115 Notably, the brunt of this severe
harassment, particularly when sexual in nature, was experienced by women users.116
The majority of Americans reported that their most recent experience occurred on
social media platforms and that they are unsatisfied with how companies have addressed
online harassment.117 When provided with an array of options to combat online harassment,
the Pew Research Center found that the majority of Americans felt that those who harass
others should be permanently banned or that their real identities should be disclosed.118
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Analysis & Recommendations
The remedies that many Americans recommended in combatting online harassment
included disclosing the real identities of abusive users and permanently banning them from
social media platforms. The recommendations in this policy report have been tailored
according to these preferences while still being mindful of the practical feasibility of
adopting a completely transparent, non-anonymous platform.
This report’s proposal, therefore, offers something in between the two extremes,
drawing on the benefits of anonymity (e.g., the ability to express freely without fear of
repercussion), as well as those afforded by complete transparency (e.g., increased
accountability and avenues for sanction).
The digital identity infrastructure is a system that would give everyone the option to
have their accounts verified (e.g., through the submission of a government-issued ID), as is
already the practice at a number of social media platforms. Verified users on such platform
often wield greater influence and gain blue badges on their profiles to designate their status
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within the platform. The system proposed in this policy report would give all users the
option to become verified and offer a wide range of options, tools, and privileges in order to
incentivize transparent engagement (and discourage abuse from fake accounts users).
Verified users could also exercise the option to reveal limited aspects of their
identity (e.g., first name, age, gender identity, etc.) and limit their interactions to other
verified users. If Twitter were to adopt some variant of this system, for example, a user
could choose to reveal only her first name and ensure that only verified users residing in
the United States could message her. This system obviates the need for verified users to see
and report offensive images and messages in the first place as it would be impossible for
them to receive messages from certain users. It’s possible that exercising such an option
could severely limit the number of people with whom she could interact—however, this
report is operating under the assumption that this should be something for the user to
decide; it is not the responsibility of a social media platform to ensure that its users are
gaining exposure to a diverse range of individuals (notwithstanding the fact this could be
beneficial for one’s personal development). At the very least, platforms should be giving its
users the option and tools necessary to exercise such preferences if they so wish.
This system is also useful in that it could help to stem the dissemination of false
information online. While it would be difficult to stop users from posting false information
in the first place, it could severely limit its spread (since an unverified user’s posts would be
less likely to reach a high number of users); alternatively, if such posts were created by a
verified user, it would be possible to track the origin and spread of such information and to
sanctions the user for the post more efficiently and reliably.
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It’s probable that this system will not deter users from engaging in abusive
behaviors entirely—Facebook users are willing to harass others, even when their messages
and posts are tied to their real names. However, this system should not be dismissed
merely for this reason, as this is not the objective of this proposal; rather, it is to create a
more transparent system that equips platforms with the tools necessary to holds its users
accountable. We do not install CCTV cameras with the expectation that they will eradicate
crimes entirely—we do so with the expectation that it will facilitate our efforts to holds
violators accountable.
Finally, this report recommends that social media platforms ban or suspend users
more liberally when there is sufficient evidence to show that a user has engaged in
egregious abuse. While individuals enjoy the freedom of expression as a constitutional
right, this freedom is not absolute; further, no one has the fundamental right to have access
to any particular private social media platform. Therefore, social media platforms need to
make use of bans and suspension more frequently when there is evidence of abuse, and to
remind users of legal repercussions for their actions.
Conclusion
While no system is likely to be perfect, these recommendations are intended to
reduce and counteract the recent increase in severe forms of online harassment, and to
make accountability and identification of egregious violators easier for users and platforms.
At its core, this system is intended to send the message to users that the online domain is
not a virtual reality that is distinct and detached from our actual, “offline” reality or a place
where one can engage in abusive behaviors with impunity; rather, actions within the online
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domain have real consequences and effects on real people who are living in the offline
world—and with such actions and consequences, there must be accountability.
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Is Virtual Reality the Next Frontier of Online Gender-Based Harassment and
Abuse?
Daimen Seid
As virtual reality technology rapidly advances, many people may be left wondering
whether the new online spaces that are being created will be accessible and safe for them.
While the construction of exciting virtual worlds offers the possibility of more personal and
evocative online experiences, they also have the potential to generate dangerous breeding
grounds for familiar patterns of harassment and abuse. Preventing harm online, especially
in the context of virtual reality, will therefore require platform creators and regulators to
take the risks inherent in virtual reality seriously.
Recently, following an intense wave of scrutiny over the harmful effects of its social
media platforms and how much the company knew about their role, Facebook rebranded
itself as Meta.119 As part of the rebrand, the company signaled that it was moving to
position itself as one of the big players in the virtual reality space by working to build what
they call the metaverse.120 As the chief executive of Meta, Mark Zuckerberg, explained,
“Over time, I hope we’re seen as a metaverse company.”121 And, according to Zuckerberg,
the metaverse will make it so “[y]ou’re really going to feel like you’re there with other
people.”122
The prospect of feeling like you are with someone, despite being physically located
hundreds of miles away from them, may sound incredible if that someone is a significant
other or a beloved family member. However, the idea that one’s personal spaces could also

Mike Isaac, Facebook Renames Itself Meta, The New York Times (Oct. 28, 2021),
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feel as if they are being invaded by one’s least favorite members of society sounds like a
decidedly less enticing proposition. To counter concerns surrounding the metaverse, the
man who is heading the company’s metaverse project claims that he wants the new
platform to have “almost Disney levels of safety.”123
As reported in a Financial Times article by Hannah Murphy titled How will Facebook keep
its metaverse safe for users?, Bosworth also “warned that virtual reality can often be a “toxic
environment” especially for women and minorities, in an internal memo from March.”124
However, addressing this issue presents different challenges than those that are typically
faced by the social media platforms that people are currently most accustomed with.
Speaking to the Financial Times, Brittan Heller, a technology lawyer at the firm Foley
Hoag, explained that “In 3D, it’s not content that you’re trying to govern, it’s behaviour…
They’re going to have to build a whole new type of moderation system.”125
Some of the plans floated by Meta to deal with harassment or abuse involve the recording of
actions taken online, user reporting, and the option for individuals to enter a “personal
safety zone” which according to the Financial Times would allow a user to “to step away
from their virtual surroundings, draw a personal “bubble” to protect their space against
other users, or request an invisible safety specialist to monitor a dicey situation.”126 Once an
individual is found to have violated Meta’s policies their avatars could then be banned or
suspended across the company’s multiple different platforms through their single connected
account.127 Bosworth also hopes that “[t]he theory here has to be that we can move the
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culture so that in the long term we aren’t actually having to take those enforcement actions
too often.”128
However, as noted in the article How will Facebook keep its metaverse safe for users?,
“Safety experts argue that the measures Facebook has laid out so far to tackle unwanted
behaviour are reactive, only providing support once harm has been caused.”129 This is
especially concerning when it comes to virtual reality because as Kavya Pearlman, the chief
executive of the XR Safety Initiative which is a non-profit that is focusing on the
development of safety standards for virtual reality, explains “[t]he psychological impact on
humans is much greater” than in other online spaces.130 According to her, what happens in
the metaverse would be retained by users as if they had experienced it in their real lives.131
In a 2019 study done by the Oculus virtual reality division of Facebook, 22 percent or 91 out
of 422 respondents reported having an “uncomfortable experience” during their use of social
virtual reality.132 However, the overall incidents of harassment and abuse in virtual reality
spaces may be even higher than that.133 Additionally, the risk of experiencing harmful
behavior may not be felt equally amongst all members of the population.134
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According to a study done by The Extended Mind and Pluto, which surveyed 609 people
who regularly used a virtual reality platform at least two times or more a month, 36
percent of male respondents reported experiencing sexual harassment within virtual reality
while 49 percent of female respondents reported such an experience.135 As if these numbers
were not already staggering enough, a frightening 55 percent of individuals categorized as
“gender variant” within the study reported a sexual harassment experience.136 For the
purposes of The Extended Mind and Pluto’s survey, “sexual harassment was defined as a
time when a person was groped, stalked, catcalled, shown a lewd picture, heard a sexually
explicit comment, or had an experience that hey defined as sexual harassment.”137 The
findings from The Extended Mind and Pluto’s work show that a consideration of gender and
intersectional identity is important when looking at the potential harms of virtual reality
because certain individuals are more likely to face sexual harassment than others.138
Notably, because of the technology being used, the harassment and abuse that occurs in
virtual reality spaces can be especially harmful and intrusive.139 One female respondent
from The Extended Mind and Pluto’s study said “I was once slapped repeatedly by a
man.”140
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In order to confront harassment and abuse in virtual reality, platform creators will need to
take a proactive rather than reactive approach.142 For example, in the article How will
Facebook keep its metaverse safe for users?, Hannah Murphy suggests that instead of
reacting to behavior “Facebook could proactively wield emerging artificial intelligence
technologies including monitoring speech or text for keywords or scanning signals of
abnormal activities, such as one adult repeatedly approaching children or making certain
gestures.”143 Murphy also notes that “[b]eyond moderating live chat and interactions,
Facebook may also have to devise a set of standards for the creators and developers that
build on its metaverse platform, which it has said will be open and interoperable with other
services.”144 All of this will require companies such as Facebook/Meta to take concrete steps
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that will allow them to be attuned to the needs of those who are most at risk of being
targeted on their platforms.
As virtual reality technology continues to grow, and the use of virtual reality spaces
proliferates further throughout society, the laws and norms surrounding violence and
harassment against women must similarly evolve to meet the heightened challenges that
accompany these advancements. The scope and reach of our laws must therefore include
protections against the forms of gender-based violence that can occur on virtual reality
platforms. Creating safe and accessible virtual worlds will not necessarily be easy. But it is
vitally important that the creators of the next online frontier, as well as the legislators who
seek to regulate the industry, move forward with intense care and scrutiny so that virtual
reality does not become a force of terrible harm.
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COMBATING ONLINE HARASSMENT
POLICY GUIDELINES AND WHITE PAPER
Preamble:
Recalling the Universal Declaration of Human Rights which recognizes the inherent
dignity and the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family, these
guidelines reaffirm the equal rights of women and men in public and private life:
We affirm that a very thin membrane divides offline and online harassment, and that
often online violence is a manifestation of offline gender discrimination and subordination of
women. Moreover, online violence, in addition to creating tangible harms like psychological
distress and suppression of free speech and expression, spills over to offline violence
including trafficking of women, rape, and "honor crimes."
Recognizing that both offline and online violence against women is a manifestation of
historically unequal power relations between men and women, and that violence against
women is one of the crucial social mechanisms by which women are forced into a
subordinate position compared with men, and considering that harassment online results
from unequal power differences, vestiges of colonialism, neo-colonialism, all forms of racism
and racial discrimination, and sexism,
We recognize that some groups of women, such as women belonging to minority
groups, indigenous women, refugee women, migrant women, women with disabilities,
women in the public eye, transgender women, LGBTQ+ women, and others, are especially
vulnerable to online violence.
We also recognize the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic on online harassment.
Online harassment has been exacerbated by virtual workplace settings, as well as an
increased reliance on social media and other online spaces during the Covid-19 pandemic.
It is now a “silent pandemic” itself.145
Recognizing that a human rights framework will strengthen and complement these
guiding principles, we approach our guiding principles from a human rights-driven
perspective. Importantly, our perspective is not only American - centric: in creating our
policy, we have consulted with human rights advocates from the global south, as well. We
acknowledge that online harassment against women may vary depending on the country in
which it occurs.
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I.INTRODUCTION
We call for urgent approaches for online safety that support our universal human
rights and democratic values and promote a participatory online public square. The future
of our democracy will depend heavily on maintaining a vibrant technology sector and
strengthening a safe digital public square.
The cumulative impact of online misogyny undermines women’s and girls’ digital
contributions, silencing their voices and reducing their visibility. For example, as a result of
abuse or harassment, 67% of women in the UK experienced a feeling of apprehension when
thinking about using the internet or social media.146
Online harassment affects women of all nationalities, ages, and professions.
However, it has a particularly severe effect on women who dare to lead and who express
their opinions in public forums: politicians and journalists. Our guidelines, therefore,
highlight that women journalists, politicians, and women in the public eye, must receive
increased protection against harassment: if they do not, their voices may be silenced.
Moreover, women journalists and politicians may learn to “self-censor” their opinions and
viewpoints, in fear of repercussions from harassers. Silencing and self-censorship often has
a greater impact on groups of women who are already marginalized. Their voices, however,
are among the most important to be heard: they educate and empower other women.
We recommit ourselves to fundamental human rights that call for the protection and
promotion of women's human rights online and offline. We recognize that the distinction
between the online and offline world is an artificial dichotomy and while online violence
spills into offline violence, the continuum of the dialectic of online/offline violence is a
broader representation of the power disparities, abuse of power and patriarchy that women
and women of color and other underrepresented minorities often face.
Gender based online harassment prompts calls for further action from tech
companies, the public sector, regulatory agencies, and workplaces. As social media and
other technology platforms have become akin to a public square for public deliberation and
expression, these platforms must be held accountable to international human rights norms
and rules.
Online safety is a shared responsibility between companies, the government, and
users. We have developed this White paper through consultations with different
stakeholders from different backgrounds and perspectives.
AMNESTY IN’TL, More than a quarter of UK women experiencing online abuse and harassment
receive threats of physical or sexual assault - new research, (Nov. 7, 2017),
https://www.amnesty.org.uk/press-releases/more-quarter-uk-women-experiencing-online-abuse-andharassment-receive-threats
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Our Policy Guidelines set out clear standards to help companies ensure the safety of
their users while protecting freedom of expression, especially in the context of harmful
content or activity that may not cross the criminal threshold but can be particularly
damaging to women and under-represented minorities. Our Guidelines promote human
rights-based approaches and technological solutions to address gender-based harassment
against women.
The vitality of our democracy and future prosperity will depend heavily on having a
vibrant technology sector. Innovation and safety online are not mutually exclusive; through
building trust in the digital economy and in new technologies, this White Paper will build a
firmer foundation for this vital sector. Increasing safety in online spaces will promote and
increase innovation: a safer online environment allows for the inclusions of more diverse
voices. As a world-leader in emerging technologies and innovative regulation, the United
States is well-placed to seize these opportunities.
We believe the approach in this White Paper can move us towards new, global
approaches for online safety that support our democratic values and promote a free, open
and secure internet; we will work with other countries to build an international consensus
behind it.
II.
A.

Specific Recommendations to Address Online Harassment
Media Companies

Social Media sites and media platforms which enable users to discuss and debate
online are forums in which online harassers can thrive. Harassers can type hateful
comments in mere seconds, but these comments harm women forever.
i. Media Companies Must Abide by a Duty of Care Based on Human Rights.
We call upon all social media companies and media platforms to abide by a new
victim-centric duty of care which will make them more responsible for the online safety of
their users. The duty of care means that companies will not only take reasonable steps to
ensure that online harassment does not occur on their sites, but will also provide victims
who are harmed by online harassment on their sites with necessary support.
Each media company should utilize a code of practice, which will set out the ways in
which the company can fulfil its legal duty of care. Importantly, companies must explicitly
state that they have a “zero tolerance” policy for online harassment in their codes of
practice.
If media companies wish to fulfil their duties in a manner not set out in the codes,
they will have to prove to a regulator that their alternative approach will effectively deliver
the same or greater level of impact.
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ii.

Media Companies Must Publish Annual Transparency Reports

Developing a culture of transparency, trust and accountability is a critical element
of the new regulatory framework. Under this policy, media companies will be required to
provide annual transparency reports outlining the prevalence of harmful content on their
platforms and specifying online harassment trends. They may also be required to disclose
which counter measures they are taking to address these harms. These reports must be
published online and must be easily accessible to the public.
iii.

An Independent Regulator is Necessary in the Media Industry

An independent regulator will implement, oversee, and enforce the applicable
human rights frameworks and other national human rights and policies. The regulator
must lead an administrative agency which: (1) ensures that companies mitigate online
harassment and (2) provides relief to victims. The regulator must have sufficient resources
and the right expertise and capability to perform its role effectively.
The regulator should be an individual with a nuanced perspective and awareness
about the heightened impact of online harassment on minority individuals, LGBTQ+
individuals, and other marginalized groups.
The public regulator’s initial focus will be on media companies that pose the biggest
and clearest risks of harm to users, either because of the scale of those companies’
platforms or because of recognized issues within those companies’ structures. The regulator
will also utilize a risk-based approach, prioritizing activity or content which poses the
greatest evidence or threat of harm, or where users are at risk of imminent danger.
The regulator will have an array of powers to take effective enforcement action
against companies that have breached their statutory duties of care. These powers may
include, but are not limited to: the power to issue substantial fines to companies which
violate their duties, to impose liability on individual members of senior management, and to
censure any company or member which violates the duty. However, the Government will
supervise the regulator to ensure that it exercises its power appropriately.
iv.

An Independent Regulator Must Utilize the Principle of Proportionality

A key element of the regulator’s approach will be the principle of proportionality. Media
companies will be required to take action proportionate to the severity and scale of the
harm in question. The regulator will be required to assess the actions of companies
according to their size and resources and the ages of their users. The regulatory approach
will impose more specific and stringent requirements on those harms which are clearly
illegal than on those harms which may be legal but harmful, depending on the context.
Individuals can, in principle, obtain remedies in court against companies where they
are negligent or breach their contract with the individual, but such legal actions can cause
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difficulties. For example, there may be difficulties in establishing the company’s duty of
care to the person bringing the claim, in showing a causal link between their activities and
harm caused, or in obtaining factual evidence. Our regulatory model will provide evidence
and set standards which may increase the effectiveness of individuals’ existing legal
remedies.
v.

Social Media Companies Must Reduce the Burden on Users to Stay Safe
Online.

Social Media companies must invest in the development of safety technologies to
reduce the burden on users to stay safe online. In so doing, they must collaborate with
technology companies to develop new tools for online monitoring.
We believe that technology itself must be part of the solution. Online platforms can
also be platforms for abuse and bullying, and they can be used to undermine our democratic
values and debate.
We propose that our regulatory framework apply to companies that allow users to
share content, discover user-generated content, or interact with each other online. These
services are offered by a very wide range of companies of all sizes, including social media
platforms, file hosting sites, public discussion forums, messaging services and search
engines.
vi.

Social Media Companies Must Develop Technology to:

•

Allow users to more easily “block” harassers

•

Communicate site guidelines more clearly to all users

•

Identify users who use technology to circumvent site guidelines and “malign
creativity”147

•

Remove anonymous users who perpetrate online gender-based harassment

•

Institute new account registration delays to prevent “dogpiling”148

•

Utilize confidential phone number verification to ensure that users are “real” people

•

Implement hourly posting and commenting limits on fully anonymous accounts to
prevent the most abusive online harassment patterns

•

Empower users to have greater control over the content they see

Jankowicz et. al, supra note 19, at 1.
PEN America, Defining “Online Abuse” : A Glossary of Terms
https://onlineharassmentfieldmanual.pen.org/defining-online-harassment-a-glossary-of-terms/
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•

Communicate transparently and promptly with users regarding claims of online
harassment

•

Identify accounts, events and topics, that draw disproportionate amounts of
harassing behavior and allocate more moderation resources to them to reduce
platform reaction time and under-enforcement.

•

Set anti-online harassment banners, reminders, and policies in prominent places on
the platforms.

vii.

Social Media Companies Must Protect Users’ Rights Online

As media companies implement new regulatory requirements, they will need to
ensure that the new protocols do not unduly limit freedom of expression or limit
participation in public debate. Regulatory action must be fair, reasonable and transparent.
Companies must have clear policies and codes of conducts that outline what speech will not
be tolerated and only take necessary action when these policies are violated.
viii.

Social Media Companies Must Utilize Regulatory Sandboxes

Social Media companies must use regulatory sandboxes to experiment with and test
new methods to combat online harassment. A regulatory sandbox is “a regulatory approach,
typically summarized in writing and published, that allows live, time-bound testing of
innovations under a regulator’s oversight. Novel financial products, technologies, and
business models can be tested under a set of rules, supervision requirements, and
appropriate safeguards.”149
B. Employers
Many employers utilize social media or other sites to enable their employees
to communicate online. Given the COVID-19 pandemic and an ever-increasing reliance on
virtual communication, employers must take adequate steps to protect their employees
from online harassment.
First, all employers must abide by a new duty of care to their employees
regarding online harassment. Employers must not only take reasonable steps to ensure
that their employees are not harmed by online harassment, but must also:
•

compensate employees for lost time or wages due to incidents of online harassment

•

grant employees leave, or time off following incidents of online harassment

UNSGSA, Briefing on Regulatory Sandboxes, https://www.unsgsa.org/sites/default/files/resourcesfiles/2020-09/Fintech_Briefing_Paper_Regulatory_Sandboxes.pdf
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•

compensate employees for psychological counseling that they obtained relating to
online harassment that occurred during their employment with the company

•

develop harassment training programs which include a component on online
harassment

•

Every company or organization with over 15 employees and with an online presence
should establish and maintain a complaints and appeals function to address claims
of online harassment.

C. Political Parties
1. Political Parties must Partner with Social Media Companies and work to
Eliminate Abuse towards Women Politicians
Women politicians and candidates face a disproportionately high amount of online
harassment. Women congressional candidates during the 2020 United States presidential
election were “far more likely than men to be abused on Twitter, with abusive messages
making up more than 15% of the messages directed at every female candidate analysed [in
one study], compared with around 5–10% for male candidates.”150 Women who were ethnic
minorities were especially likely to receive online abuse.151 Political parties must push
social media companies to better monitor the accounts of women politicians and act quickly
to remove hateful comments on their posts.
Moreover, political parties must unite against online harassment. These
organizations must disregard their differences on policy matters and stand together against
online hate. They must set forth a clear message that they do not condone any form of
online harassment against any politician. One way in which political parties could unite
against online harassment is to form a bi-partisan committee to address online harassment
against their colleagues. This committee could monitor the social media accounts of
politicians during party - sponsored events such as debates–where online harassment
against politicians might increase–and report harassing content. Such a committee would
not only mitigate the online harassment that politicians receive, but would send a clear
message: political groups may differ on policy platforms, but are united against online
harassment against any politician.
In addition, political parties must work to remove online harassment perpetrated
within their own organizations. They must never promote or endorse any candidate that
has harassed women politicians online, or who has condoned or advocated online
Noah Bierman, Black, Female and High-Profile, Kamala Harris Is a Top Target in Online Fever
Swamps, LA. TIMES (Feb. 19, 2021) https://www.latimes.com/politics/story/2021-02-19/kamalaharris-is-the-top-target-of-online-harassment-as-fears-of-political-violence-grow ; Cécile Guerin and
Eisha Maharasingam-Shah, Public Figures, Public Rage, Candidate Abuse on Social Media, ISD
(2020) https://www.isdglobal.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Public-Figures-Public-Rage-4.pdf
151 Guerin and Shah, supra note 150, at 2.
150
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harassment. Political parties must create their own “background checks” and thoroughly
investigate any individual’s social media presence who wishes to be a candidate for office.
D. Governments
1. Governments Must Create Laws Which Provide the Right to be Free from
Online Violence and Harassment
All State Governments must acknowledge a Right to be Free From Online Violence
and Harassment. This law should be very broad in scope. Every State Government should
also set forth clear consequences for individuals who violate the Right.
In creating their Right to be Free from Online Violence and Harassment, States
should consult many of the Model Laws and protocols that are described in the next section
of the report.
E. Academic Institutions
School curriculums must incorporate online safety into their curriculums. In an
increasingly technological world, where students communicate online at early ages, it is
imperative that young students learn to respectfully communicate. In addition, school
curriculums must take special care to provide students with effective tools for addressing
and coping with online harassment.
Higher educational institutions, including universities and graduate schools, must
also provide more courses that focus on online gender-based harassment. Law schools
should provide “clinics” or other externships that are dedicated to helping victims of online
gender-based harassment.
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Policy Lab Data
The Policy Law created and disseminated a survey about online gender-based
harassment. 68 respondents completed the Policy Lab Survey on Online GenderBased Harassment. The average age of respondents was 25, and the median was 24.
Notable findings from the Policy Lab survey:
The most common action(s) respondents reported taking after experiencing online
harassment included:
•
•

blocking [the harassers] or
changing their own behavior.

Which social media sties did respondents think were the worst for online genderbased harassment?
•

Most respondents believed something could be improved on all social media
sites.

When respondents were asked to improve the Twitter policy addressing online
harassment, did they more commonly suggest a "user based approach" (suggesting
that Twitter make it easier for users to address online harassment) or a "companybased approach" (suggesting that the company should bear the burden of
eliminating harassment in the first place?)
•
•
•

17 respondents chose the “company-based” approach
8 respondents chose the “user-based” approach
2 respondents selected both, (which is included in both counts).

Common and Notable Comments from survey respondents:
•

24 hour [reviewing] period is too long for threats;

•

Warnings [from social media sites] are too lenient and confusing;

•

IPs and not just accounts should be banned;

•

Twitter should probably not be the final authority.
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Respondents suggested interesting ideas regarding ways that we can
support women politicians:
-Drawing attention to this trend so people recognize how they are treated vs. men,
providing psychological care, and experts in social media to run their campaigns.
-leave some positive comments on their fan page
-I like the idea of mental health resources. Need government support for platform
content moderators to specifically look out for political abuse.
We asked respondents: should content moderators receive sensitivity
training? Would this help mitigate online harassment? Here are some of
their responses:
-I think so because it would train them on what constitutes online harassment and
what they should be looking out for
-No, sensitivity training empirically does nothing but makes companies look good
-Content moderator should be carefully used not to violate the freedom of speech, but
I think it would effectively mitigate online harassment.
We also asked respondents: what would you consider online intersectional
gender-based violence and harassment? They answered:
-I believe that making fun of their uniqueness should be considered as online
intersectional gender-based harassment.
-I would consider online intersectional gender-based violence to be any kind of
violence or harassment that occurs due in part to the intersection of an individual’s
various forms of identity.
-Black women are targeted more than anyone and especially trans Black people
-It depends on the context... before discussing the phenomenon, I am not able to make
sure if the violence is exaggerated in an intersectional case.
Respondents were asked: how would you respond to critics that say
increased regulation could lead to freedom of speech issues?
-If the regulation is an effective guide for all users, then it could be. It is difficult to
give a conclusion since in the common situation, regulations are used as tools to
protect oneself or fight against others.
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-I would say that although freedom of speech issues are a possibility, I do not believe
that this is the biggest issue we face in the context of regulating harassment. Yelling
fire in a crowded theater is not free speech nor is online violence.
-In terms of elimination of discriminations, freedom of speech should always be
considered as less important.
What actions do Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, and other sites need to take
to better identify and remove online harassment? Respondents suggested:
-These platforms should explicitly inform users what they define as harassment and
have a strict policy of removing users who do not adhere to it
They need to do a course every few months for users to continue using the platform.
the mini course can take a few moments to complete but this repeated course every
few months will ensure people remember the consequences and importance of these
policies.
-Better reporting systems, update users when they take posts down
What hurdles or obstacles do you believe are preventing social media
companies from better regulating what people say on their sites?
-Money, people saying social media platforms should not control our behavior
-Public ignorance of what “free speech” means (no one has an innate right to use a
private company platform.)
-A desire to keep as many people using their platforms as possible
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Appendix I: Online Harassment Data
STATISTICS

•

THE INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF JOURNALISTS GLOBAL SURVEY
found that two thirds (64%) of female journalists had experienced online abuse –
death or rape threats, sexist comments, cyberstalking, account impersonation,
and obscene messages; almost half (47%) did not report the abuse they had
received, and two fifths (38%) admitted to self-censorship in the face of this
abuse.152

•

THE GUARDIAN’s research into 70 million comments left on its site over a ten
year period highlighted that of the ten most abused writers, eight were women
and two were black men. This is in spite of the fact that the majority of the
regular opinion writers for The Guardian are white men. This was then
compared to the ten writers who received the least abuse – who were all men.153

•

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL’s research of abuse against female politicians
and journalists on Twitter in the US/UK found that Black women in the study
were 84% more likely to receive abuse on Twitter than white women.154

•

PLAN INTERNATIONAL’s study found that over half of young women and girls
experienced abuse or cyberbullying online, and nearly a quarter said that
online abuse has led them to feel physically unsafe, experience mental
and emotional stress, or caused problems at school and at home.155

IFJ Global Survey Shows Massive Impact of Online Abuse on Women Journalists, (November 23,
2018) https://www.ifj.org/media-centre/news/detail/article/ifj-global-survey-shows-massive-impact-ofonline-abuse-on-women-journalists.html
153 Becky Gardiner, Mahana Mansfield, Ian Anderson, Josh Holder, Daan Louter and Monica
Ulmanu, The Dark Side of Guardian Comments, THE GUARDIAN (April 12, 2016)
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/apr/12/the-dark-side-of-guardian-comments
154 AMNESTY INT’L, Toxic Twitter – A Toxic Place for Women, Chapter 1
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/research/2018/03/online-violence-against-women-chapter-1/
155 PLAN INT’L, Free to Be Online, Girls’ and Young Women’s Experiences of Online Harassment,
(2020), https://plan-international.org/publications/freetobeonline
152
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•

The ECONOMIST INTELLIGENCE UNIT found that women are 27 times
more likely to be harassed than men and black women are 84% more likely
to be mentioned in abusive messages on social media.156

•

THE INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF JOURNALISTS found that in the
EU, at least 60% of women parliamentarians have been the subject of
sexist attacks.157

•

The prevalence of online violence against women globally:
45% Generation Z and Millennials
31% Generation X and Baby Boomers
38% women who have reported personal experience with online
violence*
o 65% women who have reported knowing other women who had been
targeted online, from their personal and professional networks*
o 85% women who reported witnessing online violence against other
women (including from outside their networks)*158
o
o
o

TACTICS
Often used in combination, nine threat tactics predominate:
1. 67% Misinformation and defamation (Spreading rumors and slander to
discredit or damage a woman’s character)
2. 66% Cyber-harassment (Repeated behavior using textual or graphical
content to frighten and undermine self-esteem)
3. 65% Hate Speech (Sexist or hateful language designed to attack or
humiliate)
4. 63% Impersonation (creating a false online presence in someone else’s
name)
5. 63% Hacking and Stalking (Intercepting communications and data;
targets women across social media accounts and through location
tracking)
THE ECONOMIST INTELLIGENCE UNIT, Measuring the Prevalence of Online Violence against Women
(2020) https://onlineviolencewomen.eiu.com/
157 WORLD WIDE WEB FOUNDATION, Readout: First Web Foundation Online Gender-Based Violence
Tech Consultation at 3 (March 12, 2020)
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NFPbxIDgfD7e_BLhQZ5gMvAG6CJmtkScVqXu-hpjASo/edit
158 THE ECONOMIST INTELLIGENCE UNIT, Measuring the Prevalence of Online Violence against Women
(2020) https://onlineviolencewomen.eiu.com/
156
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6. 58% Astroturfing (A coordinated effort to concurrently share damaging
content across platforms)
7. 57% Video and image based abuse: Sharing private images or video
with malicious intent
8. 55% Doxing: Posting personal real-world information such as
addresses to perpetuate violence
9. 52% Violent threats: Threats of physical harm through online
channels159
Malign Creativity:
The “use of coded language; iterative, context-based visual and textual memes; and
other tactics to avoid detection on social media platforms” is “the greatest obstacle
to detecting and enforcing against online gendered abuse and disinformation.”160

IMPACTS
Reported by 1,662 women who personally experienced online violence in the past
year…
• 36% felt embarrassed
• 35% experienced emotional harm
• 23% caused harm to a personal relationship
• 17% family felt unsafe
• 10% experienced offline physical harm
• 7% lost or had to change jobs161

“It is hard to explain how it makes you feel. It is anonymous
people that you’ve never met, true, but it has a genuinely
detrimental effect on your mental health. You are constantly
thinking about these people and the hatred and bile they are
directing towards you.” – Rachel Maclean MP

Id.
Jankowicz et al, supra note 74, at 1.
161 THE ECONOMIST INTELLIGENCE UNIT, supra note 122.
159
160
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ACTIONS TAKEN
Actions taken: Reported by “1,662 women that personally experienced online violence
in the past year…
•

55% blocked contacts

•

37% reported behavior to the online platform

•

32% thought twice about posting again

•

32% created a new/private profile

•

30% reduced online presence

•

24% changed mobile number

•

20% stopped using that online platform

•

14% reported behavior to an offline protective agency.”162

•

“Nearly 9 in 10 women “restrict their online activity, limiting their access to
employment, education, healthcare, and community.”163

•

Impacts from online abuse against women “also include increased medical costs
and lost income, associated with damaging macroeconomic repercussions.”

•

Offline consequences: “7% of women surveyed lost or had to change their jobs due
to online violence. 35% of women reported mental health issues, and 1 in 10
experienced physical harm as a result of online threats.”

•

Half of women reported that: “the internet is not a safe place to share thoughts.
Forced self-censorship means women’s voices are under-represented, reducing
diversity in societal, political, and economic discussions and decisions.”164

Id.
Id.
164 Id.
162
163
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Appendix II: Model Laws Addressing
Online Harassment
SOUTH AFRICA The South African Government explicitly
acknowledged online gender-based violence in the National Strategic Plan on
Gender-Based Violence and Femicide 2020–2030. Online violence against women
is defined as: “any act of gender-based violence against a woman that is committed,
assisted or aggravated in part or fully by the use of Information and Communications
Technology (ICT), such as mobile phones and smartphones, the internet, social media
platforms or email, against a woman because she is a woman, or affects women
disproportionately”. And, “within the next five years, the Government plans to conduct
studies on the impact of online violence against women and roll out cyber violence
awareness programmes and strategies to respond to online gender-based violence.”
(South Africa National Strategic Plan on Gender-based Violence and Femicide,
https://www.justice.gov.za/vg/gbv/NSP-GBVF-FINAL-DOC-04-05.pdf; ILO Guide on Convention 190 and
Recommendation No. 206, at 87 citing South Africa 2020).

CANADA In June 2017, the Canadian
Government “amended the Human Rights Act to
outlaw employment discrimination, including
discrimination-based harassment, based on
gender identity and expression.” ILO Guide on
Convention 190 and Recommendation No. 206,
at 33.

Ontario Province
In January 2021, “the Ontario Superior Court
(in the case Caplan v. Atas) recognized a new
tort of internet harassment. This was found
necessary because other existing laws were
insufficient to deal with serial stalking and an
intent to cause fear, anxiety and misery to both
targeted victims and people those victims care
about.” (Id. at 22; Caplan v. Atas, 2021 ONSC
670)
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JAPAN
Government “guidance on the law
on Harassment at Work states that
‘outing’ an LGBTQI+ person or
insulting a person’s sexuality or
gender identity will constitute
power harassment, and is
prohibited.” Id. at 33, citing
Library of Congress 2020).

UNITED STATES
An “increasing number of US states and cities have passed statutes
requiring sexual harassment training, and other federal and state laws,
regulations and court decisions have made it clear that employers should
provide anti-harassment training to all employees in all states. California
also requires employers to provide anti-harassment training in both English
and Spanish. New York City adopted the 2018 Stop Sexual Harassment Act
No. 96, which requires all employers with 15 or more employees to provide
sexual harassment training annually for all employees, interns, independent
contractors and freelancers. The city government has created a web site that
provides the necessary training free of charge.” ILO Guide on Convention
190 and Recommendation No. 206, at 64 citing New York City, n.d.
In 2018, “New York State expanded its protection against sexual
harassment to cover independent contractors, subcontractors, consultants,
and each of their employees, any other person providing services pursuant
to a contract in the workspace, such as equipment repair and cleaning, and
‘non-employee’ designations, such as ‘gig’ workers, temps, or interns (paid or
unpaid).” Id. at 19, citing Zweig 2020.
In 2019, “New York State extended its protections against harassment to
any protected category, including age, race, creed, colour, national origin,
sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, military status,
disability, predisposing genetic characteristics, familial status, marital
status, lawful source of income, arrest and conviction, sexual and
reproductive health, and domestic violence victim status .”Id. at 35 citing
Zweig 2020.
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THE PHILIPPINES
The 2018 Safe Spaces Act defines “‘gender-based online sexual
harassment’” as “any conduct targeted at a particular person that causes
or is likely to cause another mental, emotional or psychological distress;
and fear of personal safety; sexual harassment acts, including unwanted
sexual remarks and comments; threats; uploading or sharing of one’s
photos without consent; video and audio recordings; cyberstalking and
online identity theft.” (ILO Guide on Convention 190 and
Recommendation No. 206, at 22 citing sect. 3 of the Safe Spaces Act).

AUSTRALIA
“Many enterprise agreements include provisions for paid family violence
leave, allowing workers to ask to work part-time; to vary their working
patterns; to temporarily change their work location; to change their work
contact details, such as phone and email address; and to temporarily work
from home or another location so as to address family violence.” ILO Guide
on Convention 190 and Recommendation No. 206, at 16.
In January 2021, “Safe Work Australia released guidance materials
addressing sexual harassment, workplace violence and aggression to assist
employers to ensure that the workplace is free from sexual harassment,
violence and aggression. (Australia 2021a; 2021b). The guides provides
that, under OSH laws, a workplace means a place where work is carried
out for a business or undertaking, which includes any place where a
worker goes or is likely to be while at work. The guide on sexual
harassment (Australia 2021a) further states that sexual harassment can
happen: at a worker’s usual workplace; where a worker is working
remotely, including if the person’s workplace is their home; in a place
where the worker is undertaking work at a different location, such as a
client’s home or contractor’s home or work; where the worker is engaging
in work-related activities such as conferences, training, work trips, workrelated corporate events or a social activity like a Christmas party; or by
phone, email or online such as through social media.” Id. at 22.
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INDIA
SINGAPORE

The Sexual Harassment
Electronic Box (SHe-Box) “is an
effort of the Government of India
to provide single window access
to facilitate registration of
complaints related to sexual
harassment (in accordance with
the Protection of Women from
Sexual Harassment at Workplace
(Prevention, Prohibition and
Redressal) Act, 2013). Once a
complaint is submitted, it is
directly sent to the concerned
authority having jurisdiction to
take action. Any woman can use
the SHe-Box, irrespective of her
work status, or whether she is
working in an organized or
unorganized business or in the
private or public sector. The
resources section of the SHe-Box
contains detailed information on
the issue of sexual harassment of
women in the workplace. This
includes a user-friendly
Handbook on the Sexual
Harassment Act and a training
module to build the capacity of
government officials.” ILO Guide
on Convention 190 and
Recommendation No. 206, at 71.

“has approved special provisions
against stalking and online
harassment under the 2014
Protection from Harassment Act.
The provisions concerning online
harassment prohibit the intentional
or reckless issue of a communication
that is threatening, abusive or
insulting, which is heard, seen or
otherwise perceived and likely to
harass or cause alarm or distress or
instill in a person fear or provoke
violence. A 2019 amendment
prohibits the publication of
information identifying the victim or
a person related to the victim in
order to harass, threaten or
facilitate violence against the victim
(also known as “doxing.”)” ILO
Guide on Convention 190 and
Recommendation No. 206, at 23.
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SPAIN

MEXICO

“Following an increase in online
attacks on journalists, certain
newspapers in Spain developed
specific protocols to provide for
procedures for journalists’
complaints, assessment of online
harassment complaints by the
newspaper’s social media team,
consideration of withdrawal of
comments from social media
platforms, and referral to legal
counsel and human resources for
the purpose of filing legal actions.”
ILO Guide on Convention 190 and
Recommendation No. 206, at 49.
citing Library of Congress 2019.

“In 2020 the Law on Women’s
Access to a Violence-Free Life in
Mexico City was amended to
extend the notion of violence
against women to include any acts
carried out through information
and communication technologies
that threatens the integrity,
dignity, intimacy, freedom, and
private life, of women or causes
psychological, physical, economic
or sexual harm or suffering, both
in the private and public spheres,
as well as any act that causes nonmaterial loss to them and/or their
families.” ILO, Guide on Convention
No. 190 and Recommendation No.
206, at 35 citing Mexico, n.d..

BRAZIL
“In 2020, the Public Labour Prosecution Office’s Committee for the Promotion of Equal
Opportunities and the Elimination of Discrimination at Work issued Technical Note 02/2020 to
guide the agency in defending the rights of the LGBTQI+ population in the labour context.
According to the Technical Note, employers (companies, public agencies, individuals, and
professional unions, from all economic sectors and non-profit entities) are required to adopt
measures to prevent LGBTQI+ employees, outsourced employees, interns or clients from being
directly or indirectly exposed to violence and harassment rooted in LGBTQI phobia or transphobia
or to sexual harassment and cyberbullying based on sexual orientation or gender identity.“ Id. at
33.
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LEBANON
“On December 21, 2020, Lebanon became the first Arab country to pass a law criminalising
online sexual harassment. Criminal courts in Lebanon used to condemn perpetrators
through an outdated criminal code related to indecent acts which did not prohibit workplace
sexual harassment. Now we have a law that provides a broad and clear definition of sexual
harassment and will enable swift prosecution for many types of sexual harassment,
including those which take place in the workplace. The law also encompasses harassment
that takes place online through social media and other technological mediums.The most
flagrant perpetrators may spend up to four years in prison and pay fines up to 50 times the
minimum wage. Additionally, the law affords protection to both the victims and any
witnesses who testify against the accused.” Aref El-Aref, Opinion: Lebanon’s Sexual
Harassment Law: A Sea-Change for the Middle East?, Thomson Reuters Foundation News,
(Jan. 7. 2021) https://news.trust.org/item/20210107173908-86o2d/.
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Appendix III: Human Rights Framework
International Labour Organization Convention No. 190 (2019)
•

Article 3 of the ILO Convention 190 applies to “violence and harassment in
the world of work occurring in the course of, linked with or arising out of
work: a. in the workplace, including public and private spaces where they are
a place of work; b. in places where the worker is paid, takes a rest break or a
meal, or uses sanitary, washing and changing facilities; c. during workrelated trips, travel, training, events or social activities; d. through workrelated communications, including those enabled by information and
communication technologies; e. in employer-provided accommodation; and f.
when commuting to and from work.”165

•

By “applying to violence and harassment ‘occurring in the course of, linked
with or arising out of work’, Convention No. 190 captures the changing
nature of work, including new types and different modalities of work (ILO
2018b, in particular paras 180–184). The reference to ‘public and private
spaces where they are a place of work’ in Article 3 is intended to cover the
situations of those in the informal economy, such as street vendors; domestic
workers, who work in or for a private household or households; or home based
workers, who work in their own homes (ILO 2018a; 2016b). With the explicit
mention of ‘work related communications, including those enabled by
information and communication technologies”’ all kinds of communication,
including email and social media, are covered . This is particularly important
in light of the teleworking arrangements that have become increasingly
common in recent years, including as a way to provide more flexibility to
address both work and life responsibilities.”166

Guiding Principles of Business and Human Rights
Declaration on the Elimination of Violence Against Women
•

"Recognizing that violence against women is a manifestation of historically
unequal power relations between men and women, which have led to
domination over and discrimination against women by men and to the
prevention of the full advancement of women, and that violence against

ILO Convention 190, Violence and Harassment Convention, Article 3, 2019
https://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB:12100:0::NO::P12100_ILO_CODE:C190
166 ILO Violence and Harassment in the World of Work, A Guide on Convention No. 190 and
Recommendation No. 206, at 21.
165
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women is one of the crucial social mechanisms by which women are forced
into a subordinate position compared with
men . . .
•

Concerned that some groups of women, such as women belonging to minority
groups, indigenous women, refugee women, migrant women, women living in
rural or remote communities, destitute women, women in institutions or in
detention, female children, women with disabilities, elderly women and
women in situations of armed conflict, are especially vulnerable to violence . .
.”167

Article 1
•

“For the purposes of this Declaration, the term ‘violence against women’
means any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result
in, physical, sexual or psychological harm or suffering to women, including
threats of such acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether
occurring in public or in private life.” 168

Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)
General Recommendation 35
Paragraph 6 of General Recommendation 35:
•

“Despite those advances, gender-based violence against women, whether
committed by States, intergovernmental organizations or non-State actors,
including private persons and armed groups, remains pervasive in all
countries, with high levels of impunity. It manifests itself on a continuum of
multiple, interrelated and recurring forms, in a range of settings, from
private to public, including technology-mediated settings and in the
contemporary globalized world it transcends national boundaries.”169

United Nations Human Rights, Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women,
Proclaimed by the General Assembly Resolution 48/104 of 20 December 1993,
https://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/violenceagainstwomen.aspx
168 Id. at Article 1.
169 Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women, General
Recommendation 35, paragraph 6.
167
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Report of the Special Rapporteur on violence against women, its causes
and consequences on online violence against women and girls from
a human rights perspective, 2017
•

•

•

“Online and ICT-facilitated forms of violence against women have become
increasingly common, particularly with the use, every day and everywhere, of
social media platforms and other technical applications (A/HRC/32/42 and
Corr.1). In today’s digital age, the Internet and ICT are rapidly creating new
social digital spaces and transforming how individuals meet, communicate
and interact, and by this more generally, reshape society as a whole. This
development is especially critical for new generations of girls and boys, who
are starting their lives extensively using new technologies to mediate in their
relationships, affecting all aspects of their lives. In the section below, the
Special Rapporteur considers the phenomenon of violence against women
facilitated by new technologies and digital spaces from a human rights
perspective.”170
“Even though the core international human rights instruments, including
those on women’s rights, were drafted before the advent of ICT, they
provide a global and dynamic set of rights and obligations with
transformative potential, and have a key role to play in the promotion and
protection of fundamental human rights, including a woman’s rights to live a
life free from violence, to freedom of expression, to privacy, to have access to
information shared through ICT, and other rights.”171
“When women and girls do have access to and use the Internet, they face
online forms and manifestations of violence that are part of the continuum
multiple, recurring and interrelated forms of gender-based violence against
women. Despite the benefits and empowering potential of the Internet and
ICT, women and girls across the word have increasingly voiced their concern
at harmful, sexist, misogynistic and violent content and behaviour online. It
is therefore important to acknowledge that the Internet is being used in a
broader environment of widespread and systemic structural discrimination
and gender-based violence against women and girls, which frame their access
to and use of the Internet and other ICT. Emerging forms of ICT have
facilitated new types of gender-based violence and gender inequality in access
to technologies, which hinder women’s and girls’ full enjoyment of their
human rights and their ability to achieve gender equality.” 172

Report of the Special Rapporteur on violence against women, its causes and consequences on
online violence against women and girls from a human rights perspective, at 4, 2017.
171 Id. at 5
172 Id.
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